
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 
 

 



 
 

AFTER CARE + AFTER CARE FORM 
 

Clients must look after their lashes if they want them looking their best. I highly recommend 
making up your own after care packs to give to your clients containing:  
 
Aftercare sheet, Cleanser, Mascara wands and anything else you feel necessary  
 
It is important that the client be made aware of the following precautions:  
1. Do not get the extensions wet for 4 hours (this includes steam)  
2. Do not use a sauna or sun bed within 24 hours of treatment  
3. Do not pick or pull at the extensions  
4. Do not apply mascara to extensions  
5. Keep extensions clean with lash cleanser and brush daily  
6. Keep oil-based products away from extensions  
7. Do not sleep on your face  
8. Do not curl the extensions  
9. Keep heat products away from extensions  
10. Return for infills every 2‐3 weeks or return for a removal, or leave to fall out naturally  
11. Do not attempt to remove extensions yourself 
 
I recommend that you show your clients how to clean their extensions by using a piece of a lint‐
free wipe under the extensions. Dispense the cleanser onto the eye and use a soft makeup brush 
to work into the extensions. Rinse with sterile water until the solution runs clear and all traces of 
the cleanser has been removed. All of this can be done on a mannequin head – or create a video 
and send your clients the link. Clients must keep their extensions clean – some clients may need 
to clean their lashes more than others (heavy makeup wearer, oily clients, etc.…). Lashes should 
have a gentle clean every day. 
 
If a client arrives at their infill appointment with dirty lashes then you will have to re-educate 
them about their aftercare.  
 
On the bottom of the aftercare form, feel free to add any guarantees and/or any upcoming 
appointment dates for your clients convenience. 
 
Feel free to add a border, color, background watermark image, etc. to personalize your aftercare 
form for your lash studio. I recommend the Free software Canva to do this. 

 



(COMPANY NAME/LOGO) 
 
Gorgeous lashes are the ultimate beauty accessory! Natural or glamourous, lash extensions allow you to wake up 
beautiful each morning and are low maintenance when looked after properly. Enjoy a pampering and relaxing 
experience every 2 to 3 weeks instead of your daily mascara routine!  
  
Activities to avoid: 
~ DO NOT get lashes wet within the first 4 hours after application. This includes swimming, hot tubs and saunas. Do 
not get lashes wet during bathing and showering. After the 4 hours have passed you are free to do any of the above 
with no concern! 
~ DO NOT use an eyelash curler and do not perm your lash extensions. 
~ DO NOT pick, pull or rub your extensions 
~ DO NOT use waterproof or tubing mascaras 
~ DO NOT sleep on your face 
~ Keep heat products away from your face 
~ DO NOT try to remove the lash extensions yourself 
 

General Care: 
~ Using oil-free products on your eyes including eye make-up remover and eye shadow is necessary. Using products 
containing oil can weaken the adhesive and decrease the life of your extensions  
~ DO cleanse your lashes and eye area between infills. This will keep your lashes clean and fresh looking and help 
with general eye health and safety. We recommend a product such as ____________________________________. 
~ Return for infills every 2‐3 weeks or return for a removal, or leave to fall out naturally  
 

What to do if you experience a sensitivity: 
~ If you have any irritation or itching, please contact your technician or general practitioner as soon as possible. 
 

CUSTOMER SATISFACTION POLICY 
If you don't absolutely love your lashes, we will make it right... guaranteed! 
We want each woman to have the absolute best experience with their new lashes. Should you not love your new lashes for 
whatever reason, please contact us by phone within 48 hours of your appointment and we will be happy to have a follow up 
appointment with you, free of charge to resolve any issues. See full list of restrictions. 
Restrictions 
As lash technicians, we need to deal with lash issues promptly in order to analyze shed patterns, or other concerns and come up 
with a plan to correct and resolve any issues so they don't continue. 
I. Fringe Lash Lounge must be notified within 48 hours of your appointment if there are any concerns with your lashes or brows. 
After 48 hours, complimentary fix appointments are no longer available. 
II. Complimentary fix appointments must be completed within 5 days of the original date of your appointment. 
III. Standard 24 hour cancellation policy is applicable to fix appointments. If a fix appointment is no-showed or cancelled within 
24 hours, client will no longer be eligible for a complimentary appointment, and will have to pay for a fill as usual. 

 
 
Next Appointment:_________ / __________ /__________   Time: ________ am / pm 
                                           DD                  MM               YYYY 
Service: _____________________________________________ 
Stylist: ______________________________________________ 
 
Recommended Return Date if no Pre-Scheduled Appointment 
_______ / ________ / _______________ 
    DD               MM                    YYYY 

 


